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We derive a universal model for atom pairs interacting with non-resonant light via the polarizabil-
ity anisotropy, based on the long range properties of the scattering. The corresponding dynamics
can be obtained using a nodal line technique to solve the asymptotic Schro¨dinger equation. It con-
sists in imposing physical boundary conditions at long range and vanishing of the wavefunction at
a position separating inner zone and asymptotic region. We show that nodal lines which depend on
the intensity of the non-resonant light can satisfactorily account for the effect of the polarizability
at short range. The approach allows to determine the resonance structure, energy, width, channel
mixing and hybridization even for narrow resonances.
PACS numbers: 34.50.Cx,34.50.Rk
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultracold collisions have been a focus of AMO physics
research for the last two decades. The keen interest in
the subject is due to two main aspects – collisions at
very low energy are highly non-classical, and they show
universal behavior [1, 2]. The quantum nature of ultra-
cold collisions implies that the dynamics are governed
by tunneling and resonances. The latter are at the core
of an unprecedented control over the scattering particles
that was achieved experimentally [3]. At the same time,
the universal behavior of ultracold collisions has given
rise to a thourough understanding of the underlying dy-
namics. For example, quantum-defect theory can be em-
ployed to calculate atom-atom scattering properties and
bound rovibrational levels close to threshold [4–6].
A theory based solely on the asymptotic properties of
the interaction potential has proven useful also for the
description of photoassociation [7], i.e., the light-assisted
formation of molecules [1, 8]. In particular, the nodal
line technique to solve the Schro¨dinger equation in the
asymptotic approximation was employed to the deter-
mine the scattering length [9, 10] and potential energy
curves [11] in several diatomic molecules. The formalism
was extended to shape resonances [12, 13], which occur
when a scattering state becomes trapped behind the cen-
trifugal barrier for partial waves with ` > 0. This exten-
sion has allowed to capture all essentials of shape reso-
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nances in terms of a single parameter, the s-wave scatter-
ing length which universally characterizes the long-range
two-body interaction.
An important aspect of shape resonances is that they
lead to an increased pair density at short interatomic sep-
arations [14] and are thus crucial for molecule formation
at ultralow temperatures [3, 15]. However, due to the ro-
tational excitation involved in generating the centrifugal
barrier, the lowest energies at which shape resonances oc-
cur typically correspond to temperatures of a few milli-
Kelvin. The interaction of non-resonant light with the
polarizability of the atom pair can be used to shift the
positions of shape resonances to lower energies [16, 17]. If
the resonance position is made to match the trap temper-
ature, the photoassociation rates are predicted to go up
by two to three orders of magnitude [17]. This control is
of a universal character, independent of the frequency of
the light and the energy level structure of the molecule
(as long as the frequency remains far from any molec-
ular resonance). Interestingly, non-resonant light con-
trol should also enable magnetoassociation by creating
new Feshbach resonances and by strongly enlarging their
width [18]. Non-resonant field also affects bound rovi-
brational levels by shifting their energies and hybridizing
their rotational motion [17, 19]. This leads to alignment
of the wave functions along the field direction [20].
These manifold proposals for control using non-
resonant light call for an extension of asymptotic mod-
els [12, 13] to account for the coupling with non-resonant
light via the polarizability anisotropy. Such an approach
is promising as long as the relevant physics occurs at
large interatomic separations and in an energy region
close to threshold. This is the case both for shape res-
onance control in photoassociation [17] or Feshbach res-
onance engineering [18]. The dependence of the polar-
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2izability on interatomic separation is then universal and
depends only on the polarizabilities of the constituent
atoms [21, 22]. Including the interaction with a non-
resonant field in asymptotic models should allow for pre-
dicting the field intensity that is required to modify the
position of a shape resonance by a desired amount with-
out exact knowledge of the potential. This is the question
that we address here.
We test the asymptotic model against exact results for
the strontium dimer which has recently been the subject
of intense research both experimentally [23–26] and the-
oretically [27, 28]. The interest in Sr2 is motivated by
prospects to study the variation of the electron to proton
mass ratio [29] and has already resulted in the observa-
tion of unusual non-adiabatic effects [30, 31]. Strontium
molecules consisting of even-isotope atoms, such as 88Sr2
or 86Sr88Sr, for which the nuclear spin is zero, can only
be formed by photoassociation. Thus non-resonant light
control of shape resonances is particularly promising in
this case [17]. The amount of intensity that is required to
achieve such control is expected to depend on the field-
free scattering length. The scattering length is very small
for 88Sr2, and large for
86Sr88Sr, allowing a comparison
of the intensity dependence for the two limiting cases.
All of these facts together make the strontium dimer a
natural benchmark for our asymptotic model.
The paper is organized as follows: We briefly recall
the model for a diatomic molecule interacting with non-
resonant light in Sec. II. Introducing reduced units of
length and energy, we derive in Sec. III A a universal
asymptotic Hamiltonian for this interaction. The nodal
line technique to solve the corresponding asymptotic
Schro¨dinger equation is introduced in Sec. III B, with the
computational details summarized in Appendix A. For
the example of 88Sr2, we compare the results obtained
from the asymptotic model with the nodal technique to
those obtained from diagonalization of the full Hamilto-
nian (Sec. IV A). The differences in field-dressed shape
resonances for molecules with small and large scattering
lengths are illustrated in Sec. IV B, for 88Sr2 and
86Sr88Sr
molecules. We conclude in Sec. V.
II. INTERACTION OF A DIATOM WITH A
NON-RESONANT OPTICAL FIELD
The Hamiltonian of an atom pair in its electronic
ground state in the presence of a non-resonant laser field,
assuming the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, is writ-
ten in the molecule-fixed frame as
H = TR+
L2
2µR2
+Vg(R)− 2piI
c
(
∆α(R) cos2 θ + α⊥(R)
)
.
(1)
In Eq. (1), TR and L
2/2µR2 are the vibrational and ro-
tational kinetic energies for the motion of the two nuclei
with reduced mass µ, interacting at interatomic sepa-
ration R through the potential Vg(R). The last term
of Eq. (1), where c denotes the speed of light, repre-
sents the interaction with non-resonant light of intensity
I, linearly polarized along the space-fixed Z axis. θ de-
notes the polar angle between the molecular axis and the
laser polarization. The molecular polarizability tensor
is characterized by its perpendicular and parallel com-
ponents α⊥(R) and α‖(R), determined with respect to
the molecular axis, which give rise to the polarizability
anisotropy, ∆α(R) = α‖(R)−α⊥(R). Note that the ten-
sor α, which has the dimension of a volume (cm3 in cgs
units), is related to the polarizability α which is deduced
from the induced dipole moment (expressed in SI units of
CV−1m2) by α = 4pi0α with 0 the vacuum polarizabil-
ity. In Eq. (1), the frequency of the non-resonant light
is assumed to be far detuned from any resonance which
allows for using the static polarizabilities. A large effect
of the non-resonant light is expected if the light-matter
interaction strength is large compared to the rotational
kinetic energy. This corresponds to small rotational con-
stant, or large reduced mass, and to large atomic polar-
izabilities.
The long-range behavior of the R-dependent polariz-
ability, valid at R > Rd = (4α1α2)
1/6, can be derived
from the polarizabilities of the two constituent atoms,
α1 and α2. In the electronic ground state, one ob-
tains [21, 22]
α‖(R) ≈ α1 + α2 + 4α1α2
R3
+
4(α1 + α2)α1α2
R6
,(2a)
α⊥(R) ≈ α1 + α2 − 2α1α2
R3
+
(α1 + α2)α1α2
R6
. (2b)
This R-dependence needs to be connected to ab initio
data at short range. If this data is not available for the
molecule of interest, the parallel and perpendicular po-
larizability components can be approximated (as in the
present paper) by keeping them constant for R < RC
and employing Eqs. (2) for R > RC > Rd. The last
inequality avoids the divergence occuring in α‖ at Rd.
The non-resonant field introduces a mixing of differ-
ent partial waves of the same parity such that ` is not a
good quantum number. For a given diatom, the rovibra-
tional levels and low-energy scattering states can be de-
termined by solving the Schro¨dinger equation associated
to the Hamiltonian (1). To this end, H is represented
by a mapped grid for the radial part [32] and a basis
set expansion in terms of Legendre polynomials P`(cos θ)
for the angular part [33], taking advantage of the mag-
netic quantum number m being conserved. We label the
field-dressed states by the field-free quantum numbers `,
m and v, adding a tilde to indicate that they are la-
bels not quantum numbers. For the bound states, the
field-dressed levels v˜, ˜` are diabatically connected to the
field-free quantum numbers even for very high intensities.
3III. ASYMPTOTIC MODEL
We derive an asymptotic approximation to the Hamil-
tonian (1) by extending the nodal line asymptotic model
of Ref. [13] to account for the interaction of the diatom
with a non-resonant field. This is possible since the influ-
ence of the non-resonant field on low temperature scat-
tering states and weakly bound levels is dominated by
the long range part of the interaction, characterized by
a 1/R3-behavior (see Eq. (2)) and since the resonances
under study are sufficiently close to the threshold. This
method yields an efficient approach to study near thresh-
old properties, such as shape resonances, of a diatomic
molecule subjected to an intense non-resonant field.
A. Universal asymptotic Schro¨dinger equation for
a diatom interacting with a non-resonant field
To derive the asymptotic approximation, we consider
the Schro¨dinger equation with Vg(R) replaced by its lead-
ing order asymptotic term, Vg(R) ≈ −C6/R6 describ-
ing the van der Waals interaction. For the interaction
with the non-resonant field, we also account only for
the leading order term which scales as 1/R3. In addi-
tion, the R-independent term in α⊥(R), which reduces
to E0 = − 4pic α0I, lowers the dissociation limit. Tak-
ing advantage of m being conserved, the asymptotic 2D-
Schro¨dinger equation reads[
− ~
2
2µ
d2
dR2
− C6
R6
+
~2
2µ
L2
R2
]
ψ(R, θ) (3)
−2piI
c
[
2α0 +
2α20
R3
(3 cos2 θ − 1)
]
ψ(R, θ) = Eψ(R, θ) .
Equation (3) can be rescaled by introducing a dimension-
less reduced length x, a reduced energy e (defined with
respect to the field shifted dissociation limit E0) and a
reduced laser field intensity i,
R = σx ,
E − E0 =  e ,
I = β i .
The unit conversion factors for length σ, energy  and
laser intensity β contain the information specific to the
free molecule:
σ =
(
2µC6
~2
)1/4
, (4a)
 =
~2
2µσ2
, (4b)
β =
c
12pi
~3/2C1/46
α20(2µ)
3/4
=
cσ3
12piα20
. (4c)
A unit conversion factor for time is obtained from that
of energy, τ = ~/. The unit conversion factor for inten-
sity, β, is proportional to α−20 and to µ
−3/4, such that
larger polarizability and larger reduced mass require less
intensity I for achieving the same value of the reduced in-
tensity i (if the atoms are not identical, α20 simply needs
to be replaced by α1α2, see Eq. (2)). Similarly, since β
increases with C
1/4
6 , atom pairs interacting through weak
van der Waals interaction are more sensitive to laser field
effects than those with strong interaction.
Employing atomic units, that is Bohr radii a0 for σ,
Hartree for  and a30 for the atomic polarizability, and
expressing the laser intensity I in GW/cm2, the reduced
intensity is given by
i = 4.274177 10−8
α20I
σ3
, (5)
whereas the shift of the dissociation limit in reduced units
is equal to
e0 =
E0

= −4piα0I
c
= −1.424725 10−8 α0I

. (6)
When the reduced energy is expressed in µK, the nu-
merical factors are equal to 13496.717 for the reduced
intensity and -4498.93 for the reduced threshold shift,
respectively. The asymptotic 2D-Schro¨dinger equation
in reduced units is given by[
− d
2
dx2
− 1
x6
+
L2
x2
− icos
2 θ − 1/3
x3
− e
]
f(x, θ) = 0 .
(7)
The asymptotic Schro¨dinger equation is valid at suffi-
ciently large distances where the potential is dominated
by the 1/x6 term, i.e., for x > xasym = (C8/C6)
1/2. To
solve the asymptotic Scho¨dinger equation for x > xasym,
we introduce below a modification of the nodal line tech-
nique which accomplishes this task.
The asymptotic model in reduced units predicts that a
field-free shape resonance is solely determined by Eq. (7),
i.e. by its rotational quantum number `, and by bound-
ary conditions at short distance, x0` > xasym, which are
related to the value in reduced units of the s-wave scat-
tering length of the molecule. In the presence of a non-
resonant field, the resonance energy (in reduced units)
depends, apart from the field-free scattering length, on
both the reduced laser field intensity i and the field-free
rotational quantum number `.
B. Nodal line technique
In order to solve Eq. (7), we expand the wave function
in Legendre polynomials, P`
f(x, θ) =
∑
`
y`(x)P`(cos θ) , (8)
introducing the radial functions y`(x) for the different
coupled channels `. Eq. (7) is then replaced by a system
4of coupled equations which can be written in vectorial
form,
d2
dx2
y(x) + (M+ e 1 )y(x) = 0 , (9)
where the vector y(x) is the set of functions y`(x), 1
denotes the identity and M is the matrix of the operator
1
x6 − L
2
x2 + i
cos2 θ−1/3
x3 represented in the basis of Legendre
polynomials with `-values of the same parity. We restrict
here to m = 0 and even ` values varying from 0 to various
`max, i.e., the model consists of n = `max/2 + 1 channels
` = 0, 2, ..., 2(n − 1). We denote by yj(x) a particular
solution of the asymptotic Schro¨dinger equation in the
coupled channel model,
yj(x) =
`max∑
` even=0
yj` (x)|`, 0〉 , (10)
where yj` (x) is the radial component of the jth solution
in the `th channel.
With the nodal line technique, the solution of the
coupled equations (9) is performed only in the asymp-
totic zone, where the asymptotic Hamiltonian is valid.
At large distance, physical boundary conditions are im-
posed, depending on the sign of e. For e < 0, the radial
wave functions exponentially decay in all channels, quan-
tifying the energy of bound levels. For e ≥ 0, regular
and irregular Bessel functions characterize the asymp-
totic behavior. At small distance, on the frontier of the
inner zone, we require the radial part of the physical wave
function in each channel yj` to vanish at a position that is
located on a `-dependent straight line in the (e, x) plane,
the so-called nodal line [9, 34]. Without non-resonant
field, the following positions were used [9, 34]:
x0` = x00 +Ae+B`(`+ 1) , (11)
where the parameters x00, A and B are characteristic of
the chosen atom pair. In particular, x00 corresponds to
the position of a node of the threshold s-wave wave func-
tion and is related to the s-wave scattering length [7].
A takes the variation of the node position with energy
in the wave function with ` = 0 into account. B de-
scribes the shift in the node of the threshold wave func-
tions induced by the centrifugal term for the various par-
tial waves, ` > 0. The parameters x00, A and B are
adjusted, if possible, to experimental data, such as the
positions of bound levels or resonances close to thresh-
old, and the s-wave scattering length. They can also be
calculated from molecular potentials, when available.
In the absence of either reliable potentials or experi-
mental data, there is a rough, but universal estimate of
these parameters given by very simple analytical formu-
las which depend only on the s-wave scattering length,
AG = −(x00)7/8 and BG = (x00)5/4 [13]. These laws
are deduced from the universal model of Ref. [4] which
consists in a −1/x6 potential limited by an infinite repul-
sive wall at a distance x0G → 0. The WKB approxima-
tion it used to evaluate, in the vicinity of the threshold
and for a not too high value of `, the shift of the node
located at x00 that arises from the contribution of the ki-
netic Ae and centrifugal B`(`+ 1) energies in the range
x0G ≤ x ≤ x00 [34]. Although the model becomes less
realistic as x00 decreases, the corresponding A
G and BG
values are comparable to the values ajusted to experi-
mental data [9, 10].
In the presence of a laser field, as it will be shown
below (see Sec. IV A), an intensity dependent term has
to be added to the nodal lines,
x0` = x00 +Ae+B`(`+ 1) + Ci . (12)
The new term, Ci, i.e., lowest order in i, accounts for
the contribution of the interaction with the non-resonant
field at short range. With this modification it is possible
to obtain the the bound levels, the resonance profiles of
the shape resonances as well as the scattering length of
the field dressed molecule for any intensity. We mention
here that the i-dependent term can be evaluated in the
same way asAG andBG. It is even possible to use exactly
the same description of the polarizability as in the full-
potential calculations (see section IV): using the diagonal
term of Eq. (7) (in which we have replaced cos2 θ by
its approximate `-independent mean value 1/2) for x >
xC = RC/σ and kept a constant polarizability for x ≤
xC), we obtain (in reduced units)
CG = −x400/12 + 3x4C/48. (13)
In order to determine bound levels and resonances,
Eq. (9) is prealably solved numerically by inward inte-
gration starting from a large value x∞, imposing only
large x boundary conditions. For e < 0, i.e., levels be-
low threshold, this value has simply to be larger than the
outer Condon point. For e ≥ 0, x∞ is chosen in the x-
domain where the diagonal elements of the matrix M+e1
reach their asymptotic form, that is [e− `(`+ 1)/x2] for
e > 0 and [1/x6 − `(` + 1)/x2] for e = 0. One can then
use analytical solutions, i.e., Bessel functions, as initial
values for the inward integration of the radial functions
yj` (x) in each channel [35] and construct a set of linearly
independent solutions yj with the correct asymptotic be-
havior. There are n such solutions for bound levels and
Siegert states. Their asymptotic behavior corresponds to
either an exponentially decreasing function or an outgo-
ing complex wave function in a given channel and zero in
all others. For e ≥ 0, there are 2n linearly independent
solutions, with an asymptotic behavior given by either a
regular or an irregular Bessel function in a given channel
and zero in all others.
The physical solutions zk are linear combinations of
the particular solutions yj prealably calculated. The co-
efficients are determined by imposing the radial compo-
nents in each channel to vanish at the corresponding node
position x0`. This short range condition leads to a quan-
tization of energy for the bound levels and Siegert states.
It also allows to determine the scattering length in the
presence of the non-resonant field [36].
5σ [a0]  [µK] β [GW/cm
2] τ [ns]
88Sr2 151.053 86.3653 0.635782 88.4409
86Sr88Sr 150.617 87.876 0.641319 86.9204
TABLE I: Scaling factors defining the reduced units, cf.
Eq. (4), for 88Sr2 and
86Sr88Sr, obtained for C6 = 3246.97 a.u.
and α0 = 186.25 a
3
0.
The continuous, n-fold degenerate spectrum at an en-
ergy e is described by Multichannel Scattering Theory
[37–39]. The chosen asymptotic boundary conditions al-
low for a direct determination of the energy-dependent
reaction matrix, K(e), from which the scattering ma-
trix, S(e), and the time-delay matrix, Q(e), are eas-
ily deduced. The details are presented in Appendix A.
In particular, the Q matrix is well-adapted to analyze
shape resonances, by studying the energy variation of its
lowest eigenvalue q1(e) which corresponds to Lorentzian
profiles, see Appendix A 2 for details. The eigenvalues
tan[τj ] of the K matrix allow for determining the eigen-
phase sum τ(e). The energy variation of the derivative
of the eigenphase sum yields also a profile of the shape
resonances. The resonances are also finally characterized
by calculating the energy variation of either population
or mean value of 1/x2 inside the rotational barrier, see
Appendix A 2 and A 3 for details.
IV. SHAPE RESONANCES IN STRONTIUM
We investigate here the shape resonances of two iso-
topomers of strontium, 88Sr2 and
86Sr88Sr. They have
the largest natural abundances (68% and 16%) and no
nuclear spin. The s-wave scattering lengths are aS =
−2 a0, or -0.013 in reduced units, for 88Sr2 [40] and
aS = 97.9 a0, or 0.664 in reduced units, for
86Sr88Sr [41]
(see Table I for the scaling factors). For close to zero scat-
tering length, quantum defect theory predicts shape res-
onances with ` = 4, 8, 12, . . . (i.e., for the case of 88Sr2),
whereas for a large scattering length, i.e., for 86Sr88Sr,
shape resonances with ` = 2, 6, 8, . . . are expected [12].
We first test the validity of the asymptotic model by
comparing to exact results for 88Sr2 and then compare
the behavior of the shape resonances as a function of the
non-resonant light intensity for the two isotopomers.
A. Validity of the asymptotic model: Position,
width and hybridization of shape resonances in 88Sr2
To test the validity of the asymptotic model, we solve
the asymptotic Schro¨dinger equation (7) and compare to
results of the full 2D Hamiltonian of Eq. (1), using the
ground state potential energy curve from Ref. [23], ad-
justed to yield the relevant scattering length. The polar-
izabilities are computed from Eq. (2) for R > RC = 10 a0
with an atomic polarizability of α0 = 186.25 a
3
0 [42]; for
R ≤ RC the polarizabilities are taken to be constant.
We first need to determine the nodal lines. To this end
we use Ref. [13] which gives the energies and widths of
shape resonances as a function of the position of a node
at short range. Reversely, knowing the position of a field-
free shape resonance, it is possible to find a node position
x0` (in a chosen x-interval) that yields a resonance at this
energy value. Starting from the field-free positions of the
shape resonances `=4, 8, 12 and 16 [17], we first test
nodal lines of the type (11). Since the coefficient A in
Eq. (11) plays a minor role, it is taken to be constant
and equal to A = AG = −(x00)7/8, the value of the ’uni-
versal’ model [13]. B(`) is taken to be a polynomial of
degree 3 in `(` + 1); x00 and B(`) are determined by a
fit to the field-free shape resonance positions (the degree
of the polynomial is 3 to fit the 4 data points exactly).
Note that this fit provides the correct value, a = −2a0,
of the field-free scattering length.
However, when using the ansatz (11) to determine,
in addition to the field-free positions of the shape res-
onances, the slopes of their dependence on the non-
resonant field, the result is disappointing: For the four
resonances the slopes are smaller by a factor of approx-
imately 1.75 compared to those obtained from the full
Hamiltonian. This finding suggests that the contribu-
tion of the short-range part of the interaction with the
non-resonant field (for x < x0`) is non-negligible, render-
ing the use of field-independent nodal lines insufficient.
Remarkably, the effect of the coupling at short range on
the intensity dependence of the resonance positions can
be simply compensated, at least roughly, by introducing
a scaling factor in the field intensity.
The influence of the interaction with the non-resonant
field at short range on the resonance positions can be fully
accounted for in the asymptotic model by making the
nodal lines intensity-dependent, cf. Eq. (12). Assuming
A to be constant, A = AG, as above, x00 and B(`), taken
to be a polynomial of degree 4 in `(`+1), are adjusted to
reproduce exactly the nodes of the field-free wave func-
tions with ` = 0, 4, 8, 12, 16. As above, this fit provides
the correct value, a = −2a0, of the field-free scatter-
ing length. Additionally, C, taken to be a polynomial
of degree 3 in `(` + 1), is adjusted to reproduce exactly
the variation of the node positions for ` = 4, 8, 12, 16
with intensity when i is increased from 0 to 1 reduced
unit. To this end, the `-wave function of the rovibra-
tional level closest to threshold is obtained numerically
for i = 0 and i = 1, employing the Fourier grid method
to solve Eq. (1) in a single channel approximation. For
i = 1, the single channel calculation represents an ap-
proximation. It is, however, well justified by the very
small ` mixing observed in a coupled channels calcula-
tion for i = 1, corresponding to I = 0.64 GW/cm2 for
88Sr2. The variation of the node positions at threshold
with `(`+1) is shown in Fig. 1 for i = 0. Also plotted are
the node positions at threshold of the ’universal’ model,
i.e., B(`) = BG = x500/4, corresponding to the same value
of x00. They do not deviate much from the node posi-
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FIG. 1: Nodal lines for 88Sr2 in reduced units: The red
line shows the variation of the node positions at threshold
with `(` + 1) for i = 0, compared to the ’universal’ model
corresponding to the same value of x00 (green dots). The
blue squares indicate the values for ` = 4, 8, 12, 16, adjusted to
reproduce the field-free positions of the corresponding shape
resonances [17]). The variation from i = 0 to i = 1 (in reduced
units) of the nodes is too small to be visible in this figure.
tions obtained from the full potential, except for large `
values. The node positions in the presence of a weak non-
resonant field, i = 1 in reduced units, differ from those for
i = 0 by only about −0.5×10−4 reduced units, not visible
on the scale of the figure. Adding this small and simple
linear intensity dependence to the nodal lines yields spec-
tacular agreement of the asymptotic model with the full
Hamiltonian. This is demonstrated by the upper panel
of Fig. 2 which compares the results of the asymptotic
model with intensity-dependent nodal lines to those of
the full Hamiltonian: Almost no difference is visible on
the scale of the figure. A linear intensity dependence of
the nodal lines thus allows for utilizing the asymptotic
model up to very large field intensities.
Note that all crossings between resonances or levels in
Fig. 2 are in fact avoided crossings, and the diabatized
lines are simply labeled by the ˜` value equal to the field-
free ` value. Figure 2 also shows the behavior of the
resonance width as a function of field intensity for the
example of ˜` = 8 (lower panel). The calculations us-
ing the asymptotic nodal line technique were performed
with 11 coupled channels, but we have checked for sev-
eral values of ˜` and i that the positions of the shape
resonances (up to ˜` = 20) do not change when `max is
increased (up to `max = 24, corresponding to 13 cou-
pled channels). The resonance positions and widths for
˜`= 8, 12, 16 shown in Fig. 2 have been obtained with the
complex energy method, cf. Appendix A 3. For the reso-
nance ˜`=4, which is close to the top of the corresponding
barrier at i = 0, the complex energy method does not
apply and resonance profiles have been determined from
the smallest eigenvalue of the time-delay matrix Q(e), cf.
Appendix A 2.
The intensity dependence of the resonance positions
and widths shown in Fig. 2 is related to a strong hy-
bridization of the rovibrational motion [16, 17]. The hy-
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FIG. 2: Upper panel: Position of the shape resonances
of 88Sr2 as a function of non-resonant field intensity (˜` =
4 (cyan), ˜`=8 (green), ˜` = 12 (orange), ˜`=16 (red) and
˜`=20 (magenta)), obtained from the asymptotic model with
intensity-dependent nodal lines (solid lines) and the full
Hamiltonian (dotted lines) – the results are almost indistin-
guishable. Lower panel: Width of the ˜` = 8 shape resonance
of 88Sr2 as a function of non-resonant field intensity. The
dashed curve displays a 15-fold zoom of the solid one, show-
ing the broadening (resp. narrowing) of the ˜` = 8 resonance
when it crosses the ˜` = 4 (resp. ˜` = 12) one, as indicated
by the arrows. At threshold, also indicated by an arrow, the
width tends to zero as expected.
bridization involves different aspects, which can be ana-
lyzed from profile calculations, cf. Appendix A 2. This
is shown in Fig. 3, illustrating `-mixing for the example
of the ˜` = 8 resonance. The population density (per en-
ergy unit) trapped behind the centrifugal barrier (lower
panel of Fig. 3) is essentially always concentrated in the
` = 8 channel. It increases rapidly when approaching
the threshold. The crossing with the ˜` = 12 resonance
does not visibly affect this evolution, whereas the cross-
ing with ˜`= 4 involves a clear decrease of the population
density in the ` = 8 channel (dip in the green line near
11 GW/cm2). Note the different behavior of the percent-
ages at short and long range. In the short-range region
the population is essentially concentrated in the ` = 8
channel; and the short-range percentages converge ex-
actly to the population percentages in the different chan-
nels of the corresponding ˜`= 8 bound level at threshold
(middle panel of Fig. 3). In contrast, the asymptotic per-
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FIG. 3: 88Sr2: Hybridization of the ˜` = 8 shape resonance.
The top panel shows the ’asymptotic’ percentages in the dif-
ferent channels, i.e., the square of the partial wave compo-
nents of the continuum wave function associated to the lowest
eigenvalue of the time delay-matrix. The bottom panel dis-
plays the population densities (per energy unit) in the differ-
ent channels which are trapped inside the corresponding rota-
tional barriers; and the middle panel shows the ’short-range’
channel percentages obtained from the population densities
presented in the bottom panel. The dot-dashed line indicates
the crossing with threshold.
centages (upper panel of Fig. 3) are very different from
the short-range ones, with a very small contribution of
the ` = 8 partial wave and large contributions of partial
waves with ` = 0 and 2 at high intensities. The asymp-
totic percentages represent the partial wave decomposi-
tion of the continuum wave function associated to the
lowest eigenvalue of the time delay matrix Q(E). We
stress here that this wave function is, inside the multiply
degenerate continuum, the only wave function exhibit-
ing resonant behavior. The behavior of the asymptotic
percentages would probably be important if dynamical
processes were considered.
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FIG. 4: Positions of bound levels and shape resonances as
a function of non-resonant field intensity for 88Sr2, calculated
with realistic, i-dependent, nodal lines (see text). Bound lev-
els that are bound also in the field-free case are drawn as
solid lines, dot-dashed lines correspond to shape resonances
which become bound at a certain intensity, and ’supplemen-
tary’ levels, i.e., regular scattering states that become bound,
are represented by dashed lines. The colors correspond to a
’diabatic’ labeling.
B. Comparing 88Sr2 and
86Sr88Sr: Intensity
dependence of shape resonances in molecules with
small and large scattering length
The crucial free parameter in the asymptotic model,
and the only free parameter in the ’universal’ asymp-
totic model, is the value of the s-wave scattering length
(in reduced units) which determines the node positions.
It is thus particularly instructive to compare the 88Sr2
and 86Sr88Sr dimers. Since for small ` the differences
between the ’universal’ and the ’realistic’ nodal lines are
small, see Fig. 1, we use here ’universal’ nodal lines (12)
for 86Sr88Sr, with coefficients A = AG, B = BG, C=0
and the value of x00 determined by the s-wave scattering
length. In this essentially explorative work, we have also
limited the number of channels to 5 (`max=8), sufficient
to study the ` = 2 and ` = 6 resonances.
Encouraged by the very good agreement between the
asymptotic model and the full Hamiltonian for the shape
resonances, we calculate for both isotopomers, in addi-
tion to the shape resonances, bound levels very close to
threshold. Figure 4 displays the positions of shape res-
onances and bound levels for 88Sr2, whereas the corre-
sponding results for 86Sr88Sr are shown in Fig. 5. In
both figures, we characterize each level or resonance by
a value ˜`, with the labeling done by continuity through
avoided crossings (’diabatic’ labeling) in two concording
ways. First, we observe how the levels appear, as the
number of channels in the calculations is enlarged; sec-
ond, we analyze the channel decomposition for i = 0. The
intensity dependence of the resonance and bound level
positions is extremely different for 88Sr2 and
86Sr88Sr: In
Fig. 5, new ˜`values, ˜`= 2 and ˜`= 6, appear, all crossings
are widely avoided and the ˜`= 6 resonance crosses twice
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FIG. 5: Positions of bound levels and shape resonances
as a function of non-resonant field intensity for 86Sr88Sr,
calculated with ’universal’ intensity-independent nodal lines.
Avoided crossings are here clearly visible, making it impossi-
ble to match colors and labels. Diabatized curves, to which
the labeling corresponds, are drawn in black dashed lines.
the threshold. It is worth mentioning that the theoreti-
cal energies obtained for the field-free bound 88Sr2 levels
with ` = 0 and ` = 2 (-74.64 reduced units or -134.4 MHz
and -36.37 reduced units or -65.5 MHz) are in good agree-
ment with the experimental values of -136.7 MHz and
-66.6 MHz for the v = 62, ` = 0 and the v = 62, ` = 2
shape resonances, respectively [24]. In the presence of
the non-resonant field, the bound levels in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 are of three types: (i) ’pure’ bound levels which
are bound also in the field-free case; (ii) bound levels
which appear when a shape resonance is pushed below
threshold as the non-resonant field intensity is increased;
and (iii) ’supplementary’ bound levels, which start tan-
gentially to the threshold, i.e., regular scattering states
that become bound as the field intensity is increased.
The latter are due to a deepening of the ` = 0 adiabatic
potential as i increases. This effect is also observed for a
very strong static electric field coupling to a permanent
dipole moment [43].
Figure 6 analyzes the hybridization of a shape reso-
nance for the example of the ˜`= 6 resonance in 86Sr88Sr.
The features are similar to those shown in Fig. 3: In
particular a drastic increase of the population density,
especially in the ` = 6 channel, is observed when the
resonance comes close to the threshold. Simultaneously,
there is almost no more contribution of the ` = 6 partial
wave in the asymptotic behavior.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have generalized an asymptotic theory of diatomic
scattering and weakly bound molecular levels [12, 13]
to account for the interaction of the diatomic with non-
resonant light through its polarizability anisotropy. Solv-
ing the asymptotic Schro¨dinger equation by a nodal line
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FIG. 6: Hybridization of the ˜`= 6 shape resonance of 86Sr88Sr
as a function of non-resonant field intensity, analogously to
Fig. 3. The dot-dashed line indicates the crossing with thresh-
old.
technique has allowed us to accurately reproduce the re-
sults of the full Hamiltonian for 88Sr2 at all intensities.
The asymptotic model thus allows for predicting the in-
tensity dependence of the positions and widths of shape
resonances.
The field-free scattering length is the essential param-
eter that determines the field-free position of shape res-
onances and also the position of the nodal lines. We
have found an intensity dependence of the nodal line
to be required to accurately account for the effect of
the polarizability interaction at short range. Other-
wise the slopes of the positions’ intensity dependence in
the asymptotic model differ by a factor of about 1.75
from those of the full Hamiltonian. A similar factor ap-
pears in a single channel approximation to the asymp-
totic model when intensity-independent nodal lines are
considered [44]. The node positions are assumed to de-
pend separately on energy, rotational quantum number
and non-resonant field intensity. The channel mixing is
thus completely ignored at short range.
The variation with field intensity of the resonance pos-
tions is found to be linear up to rather large field inten-
sity. This suggests the use of perturbation theory based
9on field-free properties only, i.e., a single-channel model.
A detailed discussion of such an approach will be pre-
sented in Ref. [44].
Our current approach allows for predicting the inten-
sity dependence of shape resonances in arbitrary diatomic
molecules, based solely on their scattering length, C6 co-
efficient and reduced mass, and on the polarizability of
the constituent atoms, without knowledge of the full in-
teraction potential. This is important for utilizing non-
resonant light control in molecule formation via photoas-
sociation [17] or Feshbach resonances [18] as it allows to
predict the required intensities. In addition to tuning
the position and width of shape or Feshbach resonances,
non-resonant light control can also be employed to change
the background scattering length. This will be studied
in detail elsewhere [36].
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Appendix A: Computational details
In the following we present the computational details of
the nodal line technique applied to the asymptotic model
for diatomics in a non-resonant field for the tasks of de-
termining the energy and wave function of bound levels
below the field shifted dissociation limit, and the energy
profile and properties of shape resonances. All numerical
calculations were performed using MATHEMATICA.
1. Bound levels
For a given value of energy, e = −k2, n linearly-
independent solutions yj are obtained by inward inte-
gration. Each solution j is related to a specific channel
`j = 2(j − 1) by imposing yj` (x) to behave asymptoti-
cally as yj` (x) ∝ exp(−kx) in the `j channel and zero in
all others. The physical solution z is a linear combina-
tion,
z =
n∑
j=1
ajy
j , (A1)
where the radial component in each channel ` must van-
ish on the corresponding nodal line x0`. The resulting
linear system of n equations with n unknown variables
aj has a non-trivial solution if and only if
Dbound(e) = det
(
yj` (x0`)
)
= 0 . (A2)
Equation (A2) is solved either by iteration on the energy
e or by interpolation of Dbound(e) on a set of e-values
and finding the corresponding zeros, ebound. Solution of
the linear system of the n equations
∑n
j=1 aj y
j
l (x0`) = 0
corresponding to the n `-values at an energy ebound
yields the coefficients aj and thus the bound state wave
functions of the various `-channels. The coupled wave
function z at the energy ebound is normalized to one,
such that hybridization can be measured by the weights
$`(eb) =
∫ x∞
x0`
[
∑
j ajy
j
` (x)]
2 dx.
2. Resonance profiles
To analyze the profiles of shape resonances in the n-
fold degenerate continuous spectrum, we use multichan-
nel scattering theory [37, 38]. For each energy e, e =
k2 > 0, we calculate 2n particular, linearly-independent,
energy-normalized solutions of the 2D Schro¨dinger equa-
tion (9) by inward integration. The initial conditions
are taken at large distance x∞, where the centrifugal
term 1/x2 prevails. For each channel `j (where again
`j = 2(j − 1)), we determine two particular solutions,
denoted by jj(x) and yj(x), respectively, by imposing
as asymptotic behavior in this channel either a regular√
(pix)/2 J`+1/2(kx) or an irregular
√
(pix)/2Y`+1/2(kx)
energy-normalized Bessel function and zero in all other
channels. The physical solutions of Eq. (9) are n lin-
ear combinations of the 2n calculated particular solu-
tions which vanish which is related to the scattering ma-
trix S [37, 38] by on the nodal lines in each channel.
Among all the possible sets of n particular combinations,
we choose the ”standard” ones, zj , which asymptotically
contains a regular component in the channel `j only,
zj(x) =
n∑
j′=1
[ δj′,j j
j′(x) + Kjj′ y
j′(x)] , (A3)
where K is the so-called reaction matrix [37, 38]. Intro-
ducing two n× n matrices,
(Mreg)
j
` = j
j
` (x0`) , (A4a)
(Mirreg)
j
` = y
j
` (x0`) , (A4b)
the condition that the wave functions vanish on the nodal
lines allow us to determine the K-matrix,
K = −(Mirreg)−1 ·Mreg , (A5)
S = (1+ ıK) · (1− ıK)−1 . (A6)
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The existence and properties of a shape resonance can
be determined by several different methods. An example
of four different profiles that we have obtained in two
particular cases (86Sr88Sr, ˜` = 2, at a field intensity i =
5 reduced units and 88Sr2, ˜` = 8, at a field intensity
i = 6.5 reduced units) is displayed in Fig. 7.
Studying the energy variations of the time-delay ma-
trix Q(e) [38, 39],
Q = −ıS† · dS
de
, (A7)
and of its eigenvalues qj(e) and of the corresponding
eigenvectors is probably the best adapted method. When
a shape resonance is present, the wavepacket associated
to an eigenvector is resonantly delayed during its scatter-
ing by the attractive potential. In the case of a narrow
and isolated resonance, the lowest eigenvalue exhibits a
negative Lorentzian profile,
q1(e) ∼ − γr
(e− er)2 + ( 12γr)2
, (A8)
where er is the resonance energy and γr its FWHM. The
lifetime T = τt of the resonance (in SI units) is calculated
from the reduced lifetime t = 1/γr and the reduced unit
of time τ = ~/. The channel-mixing of the resonance
can be characterized by the eigenvector corresponding to
q1(er), which gives the partial wave decomposition of the
continuum wave function (one among the n wave func-
tions of the n−multiple continuum) which concentrates
the resonant character of the scattering at this intensity
value.
The second method consists in diagonalizing the K-
matrix, with eigenvalues tan(piτj). The corresponding
eigenvectors can be used to construct the so-called ’eigen-
channel wave functions’, uj , wich have the same asymp-
totic behavior, uj(x) ∝ J`+1/2(kx) +tan(piτj)Y`+1/2(kx),
in all channels. The τj are called the eigenphase shifts.
The total eigenphase shift,
τ(e) =
n∑
j=1
τ j , (A9)
increases by pi when e passes through the resonance en-
ergy. The derivative with respect to the energy of the
total eigenphase shift, τ ′(e), exhibits a resonance pro-
file, since it is related to the trace of the Q matrix by
Tr [Q(e)] = 2τ ′(e).
It is finally possible to characterize the profile of a
shape resonance from the radial components vj` (x) of
any orthonormalized set of continuum wave functions. In
practice, we have used energy-normalized wave functions
associated to eigenvalues of the matrix KT ·K. Introduc-
tion of the transposed matrix KT allows one to eliminate
numerical problems related to small asymmetries of the
matrix K. In addition, the scalar product of the standard
functions zj defined in Eq. (A3) is equal to 1 +KT ·K.
Since a shape resonance is a metastable state in which
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FIG. 7: Comparison of four different methods allowing to
characterize a shape resonance, in two particular cases: in
the left column, a very broad resonance, ˜`= 2 of 86Sr88Sr, at
a field intensity i = 5 reduced units (calculated with 5 cou-
pled channels), in the right one, a narrow resonance, ˜` = 8
of 88Sr2, at a field intensity i = 6.5 reduced units (calculated
with 11 channels). In each column are represented, from top
to bottom, the energy variations of: the derivative with re-
spect to energy τ ′(e) of the sum of the eigenphases of the
K-matrix, the total population density I0(e) trapped behind
the centrifugal barriers, the mean value I2(e) of the opera-
tor 1/x2 and the eigenvalues qi(e) of the delay-matrix. One
notices that all eigenvalues are zero (or positive) except the
lowest one (in red), which exhibits a negative Lorentzian pro-
file (indicating a positive time delay for the scattering). For
a narrow resonance (right column) all profiles are quite simi-
lar. For a broad resonance (left column) the different methods
yield slightly different profiles.
two atoms are temporally kept close to each other, a res-
onance profile is also expected for the density (per energy
unit) inside the barrier and for the expectation value of
the 1/x2. Precisely we calculate the following integrals
Ip =
n∑
j=1
n∑
`=1
∫ x`max
x0`
[zj` (x)]
2
xp
dx . (A10)
with either p = 0 or p = 2; x`max is a very large value
for p = 2; for p = 0, it is the position of the top of the
centrifugal barrier x`top = [`(` + 1)/3]
−1/4 for ` > 0 and
it is taken as x2top for ` = 0.
As shown in Fig. 7, the four calculated profiles, q1(e),
τ ′(e), I2(e) and I0(e), exhibit similar shape, especially for
11
narrow resonances. In the latter case, the profiles q1(e)
are perfectly given by Eq. A8.
3. Resonances via the complex energy method
Shape resonances with large ` are very narrow, even
for low field intensity. This is due to the presence of
the broad and high potential barrier. Resonances ly-
ing very close to the field-shifted dissociation limit also
have a very small width. It is quite difficult to detect
narrow resonances and to calculate their characteristics
from an analysis of the resonance profiles as described
in Appendix A 2. As an alternative, we therefore calcu-
late the resonances as Siegert states with complex energy
eS = e− ıγ/2 where the real and imaginary part are re-
lated to the resonance energy and width [45, 46]. Siegert
states are described by a complex wave function z whose
asymptotic behavior corresponds to an outgoing wave in
each channel.
To determine the Siegert states, we proceed similarly
as for bound levels, cf. Appendix A 1. We first determine
n linearly-independent particular complex solutions yj of
Eq. (9). Changing e into eS = k
2 results in a complex
k-value. Inward integration, imposing an outgoing wave
asymptotically in the `j channel and zero in all others
yields the yj . The outgoing wave is written as a com-
bination of the regular and irregular Bessel functions,
(−1)(`+1)/2√pix/2 [J`+1/2(kx) + ıY`+1/2(kx)]. The
physical Siegert wave function, obtained as a linear com-
bination of the yj solutions, has to satisfy the boundary
condition at small x, i.e., the radial components in all
channels have to vanish on the corresponding nodal line
x0`, calculated at the energy Re(eS). These conditions
are equivalent to a vanishing determinant Dsiegert(eS)
of the radial `-components of the n particular solutions
yj` (x) at the node positions. This condition quantifies the
resonance energy to the value eS,r = er − ıγr/2.
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